Joseph Congdon
Software Developer

Energetic and driven Software Developer with experience in leading
teams, delivering exceptional client service, and managing stakeholder
relationships. As an Audio Visual Tech, it was necessary to develop
technical skills in modern stage equipment as well as skills in
troubleshooting and teamwork. Past experience coupled with the desire
to have a sustainable career inspired the transition to web
development. Eager to leverage technical and soft skills to join an
environment that thrives on teamwork and collaboration for the creation
of dynamic new software solutions.

Development Projects
Intellifridge
A food tracking and management system application. Designed for phones
using Java, JavaScript, HTML, CSS and MySQL, Intellifridge allows a user to
create a fridge and store foods in there. The food expiration is monitored and
the user is then alerted by text if their food is about to expire. Intellifridge is a
group effort capstone project.
Ad Lister Application
A Java application that allows users to register a username and password, log
in and create ads. The Ad Lister application was created through group effort
and utilizes Java, JDBC, MySQL, CSS, Bootstrap and Maven.
Movie Rating Application
This was a paired programming effort that gives the user the ability to create a
movie list with their own rating. They can also remove pre existing movies from
the list. Movie Rating App utilizes JavaScript, JQuery, HTML, CSS and
Bootstrap.
Contacts Manager Application
Contacts Manager allows users to create, read, update and delete a contacts
list. This was a paired programming effort that utilizes Vanilla Java.

Professional Experience
Freelance Audio Visual Technician - New Braunfels, Texas
Stage manager/ Feb 2014 - Jul 2020
●

●
●
●

Acted as Team lead for AV groups and managed the set up for and
operations of large variation soundboards, lighting rigs, cameras, and
computers
Diagnosed and troubleshot problems in signal flow between backstage
equipment, presenters, and the sound equipment
Managed stakeholder relations by being the liaison between clients
and presenters, setting expectations, and keeping everyone informed
on the progress of production
Successfully managed show operations as Stage Director by
communicating with presenters, technicians, and camera operators
throughout rehearsal and show

(830) 237 0877
josephcongdon92@gmail.com

LinkedIn/JosephCongdon
GitHub/JosephCongdon

Technical Skills
HTML, CSS, Bootstrap,
JavaScript, jQuery,
Java SE, Java EE (Servlets,
JSP), Spring, Thymeleaf, MySQL,
Object-Oriented Programming,
Test-Driven Development,
Version Control with Git, Paired
Programming
Exposure to: React, Vue, Node,
Wordpress

Education
Codeup
Certificate of Completion
Jun 2021 - Jan 2022
A fully-immersive, project-based,
and intensive 22-week Full-Stack
Java Career Accelerator that
provides students with 670 hours
of expert instruction in software
development.

